Grey hair is a crown of glory, so the bible says in Proverbs 16:31. Unfortunately, growing older can confront people with many challenges. Along with the sweet grandchildren and silvery hair of wisdom comes the aching back, the stiff joints and some unexplainable pains that just won’t go away. Many of our seniors complained of the same aches and pains year in year out till we got physiotherapists. Twice a week Benjamin arrives at the ROTOM health centre to attend all those aches and pains. As his motorcycle screeches to a stop at the health centre, you can see the seniors’ faces crease into smiles in anticipation of the relief this young man brings to their aching bones. In Kabale Jovia Twinamatsiko provides this same relief to the seniors every Tuesday and Saturday. The change is incredible; bent backs are a little straighter and stiff joints are moving a little more freely now. In Mukono every Tuesday and Wednesday seniors arrive as early as 8 am in the morning to wait for the physiotherapist who comes in the afternoon. Jaja Margaret Kibirige says she does not mind the waiting as long as she will get the magical touch of the physiotherapist. Margaret has been coming very faithfully every week for a while now and says she can walk with far more ease now and is even able to go about her normal routine without a terrible ache in her back. Like Margaret, over two hundred seniors have received physiotherapy and all of them feel that their health has improved. Together these two physiotherapist are using their skilled hands and are making growing old easier for the seniors they touch.
MEDICAL OUTREACHES

Bringing health care closer to seniors!

To increase access to medical care for the seniors, the ROTOM medical team conducts medical outreaches designed to decrease the burden of seniors with simple illnesses having to travel all the way to the health centres. These outreaches also reduce the cost of transporting seniors to the centre. Through these outreaches, which are normally done at the seniors’ fellowships, the medical team is also able to do rapid medical screenings giving them an opportunity to catch some ailments before they become serious. In addition they are able to provide and providing quick and simple treatment on the spot. For cases that require further examination and treatment, seniors are referred to ROTOM health centres in Muhanga and Mukono.

Through 2014, the medical team in Mukono has carried out 15 medical outreached in 9 villages supported by ROTOM, reaching 275 older persons.

STRIVING FOR EXCELLENCE!

The ROTOM Medical centres’ vision is to become a geriatric centre of excellence in Africa. In pursuit of this vision, the medical team undergoes Continuous Medical Education (CME) regularly to help them achieve this goal. Dr. Conrad Ntaate, a Board member and chairman of the Medical Committee in Uganda has faithfully and diligently ensures that the medical team is well trained with training topics that range from Geriatric pharmacology to the physiology of aging.

From February 2014 to February 2015 the ROTOM medical centres have treated more than 4244 patients; they have carried out 218 medical outreaches; conducted medical screening for 140 grandchildren and 275 seniors have received physiotherapy!

SUPPORT A SENIOR!

For only UGX 60,000, US $30, Euro 25 or CDN $30 a month, you can sponsor a senior in Uganda. Your friendship allows seniors to:

• Hear a clear presentation of the gospel of Jesus Christ
• Participate in regular Christian support fellowship
• Receive bi-weekly home visits from volunteer counselors
• Receive free regular medical screening and treatment
• Receive support to enable improvement in income and food security
• Access safe and healthy water and housing

Friends receive a photo, update report and two letters every year from the senior they sponsor.
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